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concentration cell model, due to the McBreen (2). Choi et al. (1) state that electro-osmosis and osmosis cause forced convection in the zinc electrode compartment. The properties of the membrane separator, usually a weak cationic membrane, the presence and relative position of an electrolyte reservoir and the electrolyte between the battery plates determine the direction and rate of this convective flow. The changes in zincate concentration and flow direction during the charge and discharge half-cycles result in a net movement of zinc species in the direction 8 d. Electrochem. Soc., Vol. 138 , No. 1, January 1991 9 The Electrochemical Society, Inc. parallel to the zinc electrode surface and away from the electrolyte reservoir.
McBreen (2) ascribes the occurrence of shape change to the discharge of concentration cells over the zinc electrode, arising from the nonuniform current density distribution and the different polarizability of the electrode during the charge and discharge processes. The model predicts a net movement of zinc material from the edges towards the center of the electrode. Experimental data on shape change (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) have not supported uncontested evidence in favor of one of these models. Choi's membrane pumping model cannot explain the occurrence of shape change when membrane separators are omitted. The induction of concentration cells in zinc secondary batteries with an applied nonuniform current density distribution (5) , has revealed that concentration cells are not solely, if at all, responsible for the redistribution of zinc over the electrode.
Apart from the two often cited models for shape change (1, 2) a third model may be proposed: a model based on density gradients along and perpendicular to the zinc electrode surface. However, generally, diffusion and natural convection are considered to be relatively slow processes and are believed to be too slow to be responsible for the occurrence of shape change (1, 2, 5) . It has also been argued, that density gradients along and perpendicular to the zinc electrode surface cannot explain the shape change behavior (1, 2, 5) , since zinc secondary batteries operating in the horizontal mode showed shape change as well. However, it must be pointed out that the presence of an electrolyte reservoir can cause an electrolyte flow as a result of density gradients between electrolyte in the reservoir and in the zinc electrode compartment. This flow results in a net transport of zinc species over the electrode, away from the electrolyte reservoir and parallel to the zinc electrode surface, as will be discussed in this paper.
It was demonstrated in part I (6) that the movement of zinc over the electrode surface during repeated cycling can be monitored in situ with the radiotracer technique. Here, the process and mechanism of shape change will be investigated. For this purpose batteries were used which contain electrodes with radioactive material concentrated on a small part of the electrode. With these spot electrodes the movement of zinc material over the electrode can be studied at the start of the cycling experiment (7, 8) , so the direction of zinc material transport and the amount of zinc material involved in the transport process can be determined. However, since the specific radioactivity over these electrodes does not remain constant throughout the cycling process, these electrodes cannot be used to monitor zinc electrode shape change in situ.
Experimental
The preparation of the PTFE-bonded zinc oxide electrodes as well as the cell assembly, battery cycling regimen, and experimental setup for the radioactivity measurements are described in part I (6).
The spot electrodes, i.e., electrodes with a small radioactive (65Zn) part, are prepared with nonradioactive PTFEbonded zinc oxide over the total electrode surface, except that 10-25 mm 2 of the electrode is covered with 10-100 mg radioactive PTFE-bonded zinc oxide, with a specific radioactivity of about 50 GBq 9 kg -1. The spot was positioned at a single region on the electrode. The experiments are carried out using vertical cells (V-cell, internal dimensions, h x l x w, 100 x 37 x 4 mm) and horizontal cells (H-cell, internal dimensions, 4 x 37 x 57 mm) in which the electrodes are placed both parallel and perpendicular to the earth's gravitational field, respectively. The tt cell has a small opening at the side of the electrolyte reservoir, so that gas produced at the electrodes cannot escape readily, as is the case with the V cell.
At the end of the cycling regimen, prior to scraping from the zinc electrode, electrode-mass samples (10mm 2, 1-7 rag) are taken from the midst of each region and from the corners of the center region (a total of 13 samples). These samples are examined for their radioactivity, specific radioactivity and zinc and PTFE content. Further analysis of the zinc electrode is described in part I (6). 
Results
65Zn distribution during one charge-discharge cycle, VceiL--The movement of the radiotracer over a freshly prepared electrode during one charge-discharge cycle is studied, using an electrode with a radioactive spot located at region I (cf. Fig. 3 in part I (6)). The current-time regime imposed upon the battery is presented in Fig. 1 . To investigate the change of the radioactivity distribution when the electrolyte is severely depleted in reducible zinc species, two consecutive charge periods were introduced. The total charge time is twice the charge time used in the cycling experiments. The charge process is interrupted for 18h to monitor the movement of the radiotracer over the (partially) charged electrode. The radioactivity of the spot is measured over more than six months after the discharge period. Figure 2 shows the change in radioactivity of the radioactive spot with time, measured with the conical collimator. At the end of the first charge period the radioactivity distribution is virtually unaltered. After the 18h rest period, a significant decrease is observed. During the second charge period the radioactivity at the spot alters marginally, whereas during the discharge half-cycle the radioactivity shows a sharp decrease.
The battery remains at open-circuit potential over more than six months. Figure 2 shows that the radioactivity of the spot decreases continuously during this period, though the rate of decrease gradually diminishes at longer time intervals. 65Zn distribution over a spot electrode during repeated cycling, V celL--Batteries are assembled in vertical cells using electrodes with a spot positioned at a particular region of the electrode. During repeated cycling the radioactivity over the electrode is monitored with the conical collimator. The results for a battery with an electrode with a spot located at region III are given in Fig. 3 . The radioactivity of the spot decreases right from the beginning of the experiment. At almost all the other positions an increase in radioactivity is observed, which is most markedly observed at the positions beneath the radioactive spot. At the end of battery cycle life, changes in the distribution of the radioactivity over the electrode are small.
It is observed that during repeated cycling, irrespective of the position of the spot, its radioactivity decreases. The radioactivity at the positions beneath the radioactive spot increases more than at other positions. Positioning of the spot at the bottom of the electrode results in a more gradual and less pronounced change of the radioactivity distribution.
65Zn distribution over a spot electrode during repeated cycling, H cell.--A second series of cycling experiments is carried out with spot electrodes arranged in horizontal cells using the rectangular collimator. The capacity of such batteries tends to decrease more slowly than the capacity of batteries in vertical cells. Generally, a longer cycle life was found for batteries in horizontal cells than for batteries in vertical cells.
The radioactivity distribution during the cycling test is shown in Fig. 4 , for an electrode with the spot located at region VII. Analogous to the findings with vertical cells, the radioactivity at the spot decreases and the radioactivity at all other positions increases. The radiotracer moves in all directions, like in vertical cells. The regions gaining the most radioactivity during the cycling process are the nearby regions IV, V, and VIII. Fig. 5 the percentual electrode-mass distribution is presented for a zinc electrode cycled 100 times in a vertical cell. The average percentage electrode mass in a region for a freshly prepared electrode is theoretically 11.1%. Hence, evidently, shape change has occurred. For each sample the zinc and PTFE content, as well as the specific radioactivity, were determined. It was found that the amount of PTFE per region over the electrode was nearly equal over the electrode and close to the theoretically expected value. The zinc content of the electrode mass of each region, rela- tive to the overall zinc content of the total electrode mass, is given in Fig. 6 . These numbers are calculated using the formula
Ex situ analysis of the zinc electrode, V-celL--In
where Mzn, j and Mz~.l represent the zinc mass and MEI, j and MEI, i the electrode mass at a particular region on the electrode. The summation is performed over the nine regions on the electrode. Hence, Xj smaller than unity indicates that the zinc content of the electrode mass is smaller than the zinc content of the total electrode mass. The zinc content at the top regions is considerably lower than at the bottom regions. This must be the result of the transport of zinc material during battery cycling from the top towards the bottom of the electrode. The specific radioactivity of each sample relative to the specific radioactivity of the total electrode mass is given in Fig. 7 , and is calculated from
Azn. j and Azn. i represent the 65Zn radioactivity (Bq) of the electrode mass scraped from regions j and i, respectively. The electrode originally had a spot located at region III. At the end of the battery cycle life the highest specific radioactivity is still found at region III, as can be seen from terials is transported predominantly from the top towards the bottom of the electrode.
Ex situ analysis of the zinc electrode, H-celL--
The percentual electrode mass distribution of an electrode, with a spot located at region I and cycled 52 times in a horizontal cell, is given in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that regions I, II, IV, and VII lost, and regions V, VI, VII, and IX gained zinc material. Figure 8 shows that apart from zinc material transport from the regions nearest the electrolyte reservoir ("top" regions) towards the regions farthest away from the electrolyte reservoir ("bottom" regions), zinc material is also transported from one side of the electrode to the other. This was occasionally observed with other electrodes and also with electrodes cycled in vertical cells. Most likely, this is the result of imperfect alignment of the electrodes in the battery.
The distribution of zinc over the electrode can be observed in greater detail from Fig. 9 , where the zinc content in each sample, relative to the total zinc content in all samples, is presented. The numbers are calculated analo- gous Eq. [1] , in which the summation now is performed over the 13 samples, Mzn refers to the zinc mass in the sample and M~I to the sample mass. From this figure, it can be deduced that zinc material is transported towards the center region but also towards regions III, VI, VII, and IX. Zinc material is supplied predominantly by regions I and II and to a minor extent by regions IV and VII.
The specific radioactivity over the electrode is determined for the 13 samples. The ratio of the specific radioactivity of the individual samples to the specific radioactivity of the sum of all samples is presented in Fig. 10 . The numbers are calculated analogous to Eq. [2] , in which the summation now is performed over the 13 samples, and Az, refers to the ~Zn radioactivity of the sample, Mzn to the zinc mass in the sample and ME1 to the sample mass. The electrode is prepared with a spot located at the lower righthand comer of region I. As was observed with the electrode cycled in a vertical cell, at the end of battery cycle life the specific radioactivity is still highest at the spot position. Also, moving away from the spot position, the specific radioactivity decreases, which is observed also with the vertical cell experiment (cf. Fig. 7 ). Figure 10 shows that the transport of the radiotracer is predominantly downwards, i.e., from the top towards the bottom of the electrode. However, it can be inferred also from Fig. 10 , that the zinc material transport from the left towards the right-hand side of the electrode, contributes substantially to the total zinc material transport.
Discussion
The dissolution~precipitation vs. direct zinc electrode reaction.--During the discharge process zinc oxide can be formed directly or via the formation and subsequent disproportionation of zincate ions. The experiment with a spot electrode which is charged and discharged only once, can provide information on the course of the zinc electrode reaction. Figure 2 demonstrates that during both charge periods the radioactivity of the radioactive spot remains virtually constant. This indicates that radioactive zinc oxide is reduced at the spot location self. Most likely, no soluble intermediates are formed, i.e., zinc oxide is reduced directly, since if radioactive zincate ions are produced during the charge process, it is expected that these ions will be transported over the electrode surface.
During the discharge process the radioactivity of the spot decreases significantly (cf. Fig. 2 ). The anodic zinc electrode reaction produces zincate ions which are readily transported over the zinc electrode. Hence, during discharge the dissolution/precipitation path prevails.
m
The results given in Fig. 2 indicate moreover that zinc corrosion occurs when the battery is charged and remains at open-circuit potential. During the rest period, in between charge periods and after battery discharge the radioactivity of the radioactive spot decreases. This decrease is due to the displacement of the radiotracer over the electrode. Since initially radioactive zinc is absent in solution and since zinc oxide does not dissolve readily in the battery electrolyte (6), the formation of radioactive zincate ions in solution must be attributed to corrosion of zinc.
Direction of ~SZn transport during battery cycling.--The direction of the transport processes during charge and discharge can be obtained from experiments with spot electrodes. A change of the radioactivity over the zinc electrode will be the result of the movement of radioactive zincate ions in solution. The movement of the radiotracer, though to a minor extent also caused by interdiffusion of radioactive and nonradioactive zincate ions, indicates the direction and amount of zinc material involved in the shape change process.
From the measurement of the specific radioactivity at the end of the cycling regimen, cf. Fig. 7 and 10, it can be deduced that in vertical as well as in horizontal cells, the net zinc material transport is predominantly from the top towards the bottom regions. For the electrode cycled in a horizontal cell, the substantial zinc material transport from the left towards the right-hand side of the electrode can be explained with the nonalignment of the counter-and zinc electrodes, as has been reported by McBreen and Cairns (9) .
The spot electrode subjected to one charge-discharge cycle in the V cell, showed a marked decrease in radioactivity at the spot region after one cycle (cf. Fig. 2 ). For this electrode, the amount of radioactive material transported from the spot towards other regions on the electrode, rMative to the amount lost at the spot region, is given in Fig. 11 . The regions beneath the radioactive spot receive 65% of the amount of radioactive material lost at the spot. All other regions gain a considerably smaller amount of radioactive material, of which the regions nearest the radioactive spot gain more than those farther away. Since the radioactive spot shows the most marked decrease of radioactivity during discharge, it follows that radioactive zinc material moves downwards during discharge.
The displacement of the radiotracer during charge cannot be obtained from this experiment since during the charge half-cycle the radiotracer is concentrated on the electrode and does not dissolve into the electrolyte. However, this does not mean that during charge zinc material will not be displaced over the electrode. The direction of the net zinc material movement during charge and discharge can be obtained from the cycling experiment with an electrode of uniform specific radioactivity. The radioactivity data of the three top regions [see Fig. 5 in part I, (6) ] are totaled and replotted in Fig. 12 for cycles 11, 22, and 49. Figure 12 shows the change in radioactivity relative to the radioactivity at the beginning of a cycle (note that the measurements are made during the rest period between subsequent half-cycles). The radioactivity at the top of the electrode has increased at the end of the charge period. A decrease, usually larger than the previous increase during charge, is observed during the subsequent discharge period. Consequently, the net transport of the radiotracer over the electrode is in the direction of the movement of the radiotracer during discharge. For the same electrode, the change in radioactivity at the bottom positions is depicted in Fig. 13 for cycles 11, 22 , 49. The radiotracer is transported towards the bottom of the electrode during the discharge half-cycle, and is transported in the opposite direction during the charge half-cycle.
For horizontal cells the direction of the zinc material transport over the zinc electrode can also be obtained from data of electrodes of uniform specific radioactivity. The radioactivity data at the regions nearest the electrolyte reservoir, the top regions, are summed and plotted in Fig. 14 , relative to the beginning of a cycle for cycles 11, 22, and 49. Generally, the radiotracer is transported away from the top regions during discharge and towards these regions during charge. From Fig. 15 it can be observed that the radiotracer is transported away from the regions farthest from the electrolyte reservoir, the bottom regions, during charge and towards these bottom regions during discharge. Thus, analogous to the findings with vertical cells, radioactive zinc material is transported from the bottom towards the top of the electrode during charge and in the opposite direction during discharge.
Thus, it appears that zinc material is continuously being transported over the electrode, the direction of this transport is reversed when the electric current is reversed.
From experiments with 137Cs added as a radiotracer to the battery electrolyte, Hietbrink and Hill observed that o, the electrolyte is transported out of the electrode pack during charge and into the electrode pack during discharge (8) . They concluded that the direction of the zinc material transport is mainly from the edges towards the center of the electrode, and to a lesser extent from the top towards the bottom of the electrode. However, their radiotracer experiments with 65Zn clearly indicated that during cycling zinc material is transported from the top towards the bottom of the electrode.
The zinc material displacement rate.--The amount of zinc material displaced over the electrode can be obtained from experiments with spot electrodes and from experi- the top positions. It can be observed from the results given in Fig. 5 of part I (6) , that the positions VII and IX show by far the largest increase in radioactivity. At the start of the experiment a much smaller radioactivity is observed at these positions, particularly at position VII, than at position VIII. Probably, at the start of the cycling experiment, the zinc electrode thickness at these positions is smaller that at position VIII. The radioactive electrolyte transported towards the bottom positions during discharge can accumulate at these positions. Therefore, the radioactivity can rise appreciably at positions VII and IX. Thus, as has been shown in part I for the battery with only radioactive electrolyte (6), the presence and position of an electrolyte reservoir and of electrolyte between the battery plates is only of crucial importance for the material transport in the battery.
Similar calculations as above for experiments in horizontal cells lead to a calculated transport during charge of 1.5% and during discharge of 5.5%. On average, a net material transport of 4% is expected which is slightly lower than in vertical cells. This is in agreement with the findings of a battery with an electrode of uniform specific radioactivity cycled in a horizontal cell. The average decrease at positions near the electrolyte reservoir is about 4% per cycle and the average increase at the "bottom" regions about 5%, due to the decrease observed at the middle positions.
Thus, the longer useful cycle life of batteries operating in horizontal cells is likely to be due to the smaller amount of zinc material transported. Consequently, the shape change rate is smaller in horizontal cells than in vertical cells. ments with electrodes of uniform specific radioactivity. At the beginning of battery cycling the transport of the radiotracer over the electrode differs when the radioactive spot is located at different regions on the electrode. During the first few cycles, in vertical cells, when the spot is located at the top positions, typically, a 7% radioactivity decrease per charge-discharge cycle is observed at the radioactive spot. When the spot is positioned at the center or bottom of the electrode a significantly lower percentage decrease is found: usually 2% per cycle. This marked difference in percentage decrease, when the radioactive spot is located at different positions, can be explained as follows. If the radioactive spot is at a top region during charge only nonradioactive zinc material is transported towards this region; during discharge zinc radioactive material is transported from this region towards the bottom of the electrode, as was pointed out in the preceding section. Thus, the radioactivity of the spot at the top of the electrode decreases chiefly during discharge. If the spbt is positioned at the bottom of the electrode, nonradioactive material is transported towards the spot region during discharge and radioactive zinc material is transported away from the region during charge. Since, on average, the zincate concentration in the battery electrolyte is higher during discharge than during charge, the amount of radioactive zinc material transported over the electrode is larger during discharge than during charge.
The net zinc material transport can be estimated from the above percentages. Since the zinc material transport during charge amounts to 2% per cycle and during discharge to 7% per cycle, the net material transport is 5% per cycle. Of course, this percentage is only a very rough estimate of the net zinc material transport. Nevertheless, assuming a decrease of 5% per each cycle, at the top regions the radioactivity will have decreased with 25% after 5.6 cycles and with 50% after ]~3.5 cycles. From the results plotted in Fig. 5 of part I (6), it can be seen that the top of the electrode, after 5 or 6 cycles the radioactivity has decreased with 25% and, after 19 to 20 cycles, with 50%. Thus, only during the first few cycles an average decrease of 5% per cycle is observed. The net material trarmport decreases when cycling proceeds and an average 3.5% decrease per cycle is calculated when the radioactivity at the top positions has decreased with 50%.
At the beginning of cycling the three bottom positions gain an amount of radioactive material equal to the loss at
The shape change process and mechanism.--The results of our radiotracer experiments cannot be explained on the basis of McBreen's concentration cell model (2) . McBreen states that at the beginning of cycling the nonuniform current density distribution over the electrode and the higher electrode polarizability during charge leads to a depletion of reducible zinc species at the edges of the electrode. If diffusion of zincate ions from the center towards the edges of the electrode cancels the concentration gradients, the radiotracer experiments should have shown an increasing radioactivity at the edge of the electrode. Since the current density is more non-uniform at the top of the electrode, the movement of the radiotracer should be predominantly in this direction. This is found with none of our experiments. McBreen suggested that diffusion processes are of minor importance and that the concentration gradients are canceled by concentration cells over the electrode surface. If so, it would imply that the radiotracer distribution should remain constant. This also is not observed in our experiments. Therefore, McBreen's concentration cell model is not applicable.
From the above experiments and from the experiments described in part I (6), it is deduced that the electrolyte flow in the battery is the principal mode of material transport in the battery. During discharge this flow transports zinc material from the top towards the bottom of the electrode; during charge zinc material is displaced in the opposite direction. Since the amount of zinc material involved in the displacement process is larger during discharge than during charge, a net zinc material transport is observed in the direction as observed during discharge, i.e., from the top towards the bottom of the electrode.
The Density Gradient Model
It has not unambiguously been established that the driving forces as proposed by Choi and McBreen are indeed responsible for the shape change behavior of the zinc electrode. Choi et al. (4, 10) demonstrated that during battery operation an electrolyte flow arises in the zinc electrode compartment; but this does not prove that the observed electrolyte flow is indeed caused by electro-osmosis and/or osmosis. McBreen (2) showed that concentration cells may give rise to redistribution of zinc material over the electrode; but he failed to establish the origin and existence of such concentration cells in the battery, and its relation to the observed shape change pattern.
From results of our experiments it has become clear that shape change occurs, whether or not separators are implemented in the battery (11) ; an observation also reported by McBreen and Cairns (9) . Also, we found that the zinc material transport in the battery is not as predicted by McBreen's concentration-cell model, viz., from the edges towards the center of the electrode (6). Gunther and Bendert (5) also reported that a controlled nonuniform current density distribution did not result in zinc material transport as expected from McBreen's theory.
Therefore, we propose a new model for shape change: the density gradient model. In this model shape change results from the change in density and volume of the battery electrolyte during cycling, inducing a convective flow which transports zinc material over the electrode.
At present, a rigorous quantitative analysis of the system is imlSossible. Numerous assumptions are required due to the lack of experimental data (e.g., the thermodynamics of the (supersaturated) zincate solutions, the hydrodynamics of electrolyte in small spaces with compressible and/or changing walls). Therefore, the model as presented here, is based on qualitative arguments.
The solution layer adjacent to the electrode.--During battery operation the composition of the battery electrolyte changes continuously. Since the properties of the battery electrolyte (e.g., density, conductivity, viscosity) change markedly with varying solute concentration (12) (13) (14) , they must also change during cycling of the battery. Consequently, concentration gradients and, therefore, density gradients develop perpendicular to the zinc electrode surface. As a consequence, a solution layer adjacent to the electrode with a density which differs from the density of the bulk electrolyte arises. This layer can extend gradually from within the porous electrode matrix to close to the separator, depending on the progress of the cycling process, the geometry of the cell and the properties of the electrolyte.
The diffusion coefficients of potassium and hydroxyl ions are considerably larger than that of zincate ions. Also, the separator, commonly used in batteries with zinc electrodes, strongly inhibits the migration and diffusion of zincate ions between zinc and counterelectrode compartment. Hence, concentration variations of potassium and hydroxyl ions will be considerably less pronounced than those of zincate ions. Hamby et al. (15) and Isaacson et al. (16) found indeed that the KOH concentration was approximately constant during cycling, but the zincate concentration decreases markedly during charge (<0.1M), and increased to about four times the ZnO solubility during discharge. We found (6) that during one cycle only about 0.1% of the radioactive zinc material is transported from the zinc electrode towards the nickel electrode compartment. Thus most likely, changes in the properties of the battery electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment arise from variations in zincate ion concentration.
Vertical cells.--First, the movement of the solution layer during battery operation in vertical cells will be discussed. The earth's gravitational field is directed parallel to the zinc electrode surface and perpendicular to the density gradient. Hence, at a particular height in the cell, volume elements in the bulk and in the solution layer experience different forces, causing electrolyte movement.
The direction of the electrolyte flow as a result of the density gradient is parallel to the zinc electrode surface. During discharge the zincate concentration in the solution layer adjacent to the electrode is higher than the bulk zincate concentration. Since the density of the battery electrolyte increases markedly with increasing zincate concentration (13, 14) , the solution layer adjacent to the electrode experiences a force directed towards the bottom of the electrode, resulting in an electrolyte flow, as is depicted schematically in Fig. 16 . Consequently, during discharge electrolyte with a high concentration of zincate ions is transported from the top towards the bottom of the electrode.
During the charge period, the solution layer adjacent to the electrode becomes depleted in zincate ions and its den- sity decreases. The electrolyte transport resulting from the charge process is directed from the bottom towards the top of the electrode. So, during charge, zincate ions are transported in the opposite direction as they are during discharge.
The amount of zinc material involved in the displacement process is higher during discharge than during charge, because in the solution layer the concentration of zincate ions is much higher during discharge than during charge. Thus the net result of the zinc material transport due to natural convective transport during one chargedischarge cycle, is that zinc material agglomerates at the bottom of the electrode. This type of zinc material transport was found experimentally, as can be seen from the results given in Fig. 12 and 13 .
During some stage of the discharge process, the battery electrolyte will become supersaturated with zinc material and precipitation of ZnO or related products can occur (depending on factors such as cell design, cycling regimen, battery electrolyte composition). Since a solution concentrated with zinc material is transported towards the bottom of the electrode, more zinc material will precipitate at the bottom than at the top of the electrode. (Note that at present the exact solubility limit, and the precipitation/ dissolution rate of zinc material is unknown. Not even the nature of the zinc species in the supersaturated solution and of the species precipitating from these solutions is clear. Therefore, a quantitative determination of the time and location at which precipitation will occur is not possible.)
Usually, in vertical as well as horizontal cells some space is left over the top of the electrodes for excess electrolyte: an electrolyte reservoir. This electrolyte reservoir, depending on its size, influences the electrolyte flow in vertical cells. The larger the amount of electrolyte in the reservoir, the greater the supply of bulk electrolyte and the longer the time a large density gradient can exist. Thus, more zinc material can be transported during one-half cycle. Also, at the top of the electrode the supply of zincate ions is larger if more electrolyte resides over the top of the electrodes. Hence, the top regions will become depleted in zinc during a later stage of the cycling process.
Thus, if an electrolyte reservoir is present, the amount of zinc material involved in the displacement process can increase, but in vertical cells, shape change will occur, whether an electrolyte reservoir is present or not.
Horizontal cells without an electrolyte reservoir.--In horizontal cells the solution layer adjacent to the electrode and the bulk electrolyte will show a similar change in composition as observed in vertical cells. However, in horizontal cells the density gradient is directed parallel to the earth's gravitational field and, in the absence of an electro-lyte reservoir at one side of the electrodes, electrolyte movement perpendicular rather than parallel to the zinc electrode surface occurs.
For the solution layer above the electrode, natural convection is expected to contribute insignificantly to mass transport during discharge, since the density of the solution layer adjacent to the electrode steadily increases. For the solution layer underneath the electrode, the density gradient induces electrolyte movement perpendicular to the zinc electrode surface: the solution layer "falls" from the electrode and is replaced with bulk electrolyte, as is shown schematically in Fig. 17 . The concentration profiles will be, however, very irregular. Consequently, above the electrode zincate species are being precipitated onto the zinc electrode in an earlier stage of the discharge process than they are underneath the electrode. Also, underneath the electrode precipitation may occur at other places than onto the electrode. As a result, after discharge more reducible zinc species are present on top than underneath the electrode.
During charge the electrolyte layer above the electrode which is depleted in zincate ions, will move upwards, since its density is lower than that of the bulk electrolyte. Thus bulk electrolyte is transported towards the electrode, accelerating the diffusion of zincate ions. For the electrolyte layer underneath the electrode scarcely any movement of the electrolyte is expected and diffusion of zincate ions is the only mass transport mode. Therefore, it can be deduced that the zinc deposition rate is higher above than underneath the electrode. After one charge-discharge cycle, effectively, zinc material agglomerates above the electrode and disappears from underneath the electrode. This behavior was found indeed for almost all zinc electrodes cycled in the horizontal cell [see e.g., Fig. 6 , in (17)].
Horizontal cells with an electrolyte reservoir.--The above reasoning concerns electrolyte movement in the absence of an electrolyte reservoir. If, however, in the battery an electrolyte reservoir is present at one side of the electrode pack, additionally, an electrolyte flow parallel to the zinc electrode results (Fig. 18 ). This electrolyte flow is caused by volumetric changes of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment and, to a much smaller extent, to density gradients.
To make this clear, let us consider the processes during one charge-discharge cycle. During discharge, the volume of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment decreases due to changes of the solute concentration and the density of the electrolyte, as is demonstrated in the Appendix. This volume decrease causes an electrolyte flow from the electrolyte reservoir towards the zinc electrode compartment. This flow transports electrolyte, which is highly concentrated in zincate ions, away from the electrolyte reservoir into the zinc electrode compartment; thus causing zinc material to be displaced in the same direction. Taking the side of the zinc electrode close to the electrolyte reservoir as the top of the electrode and the other side as the bottom of the electrode, zinc material is transported from the top towards the bottom of the electrode.
During charge the volume of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment increases (see Appendix) and electrolyte is pushed from the zinc electrode compartment into the electrolyte reservoir. Thus, during charge zinc material is transported in the opposite direction as during discharge: from the bottom towards the top of the electrode. However, since in the zinc electrode compartment the zincate concentration is much smaller during charge than during discharge, as a net result, during one cycle, zinc material is transported from the electrolyte reservoir towards the zinc electrode compartment. Note that volume variations occur also in vertical cells. Consequently, in these cells the transport of zinc material over the electrode can take place as a result of density and/or volume variations of the electrolyte. This behavior was observed in our experiments.
The shape change pattern on the zinc electrode.--From the density gradient model it can be concluded that during battery cycling zinc material is transported from the top towards the bottom of the electrode. Hence, a shape change pattern as presented in Fig. 19 is expected. This type of shape change pattern was observed indeed for electrodes cycled in a cell in which an electrolyte reservoir.was present also at the bottom of the electrodes (17) . This reservoir functions as a trap for electrolyte with a high density, thus increasing the deposition of zinc at the bottom of the electrode.
However, for all other cell types (17) the redistribution of zinc material over the electrode results in a shape change pattern as depicted in Fig. 20 [see e.g., electrolyte flow in the zinc electrode compartment will be smaller at the edges than at the center of the electrode, due to adhesion of the electrolyte to the separator, which is packed more tightly around the edges than around the center of the electrode. Hence a smaller part of the amount of the zinc materialdisplaced during discharge is retrieved during charge as compared with other regions on the electrode. Therefore, the edges of the electrode, particularly at the top, become depleted in zinc material more rapidly than other regions on the electrode, which is shown in Fig. 20 .
Another aspect of the shape change pattern, only encountered in horizontal cells, is that underneath the electrode, depletion in zinc material, and above the electrode accumulation of zinc material is observed. This is also expected on the basis of the postulated model. Underneath the electrode natural convection enhances the dissolution of the zinc; but the lack of convection during charge inhibits the deposition: above the electrode natural convection enhances the electrodeposition of zinc and the lack of convection during discharge also enhances the precipitation of the anodic product on the electrode.
Conclusions
From our results, it can be inferred that the shape change phenomenon is caused by the transport of zincate ions via the battery electrolyte. The electrolyte is transported over the electrode by a convective flow. The direction of the zinc material transport has been derived from the movement of the radiotracer during the first few charge-discharge cycles. During charge the direction of the zinc material transport is opposite the direction during discharge. The amount of zinc material transported over the electrode is smaller during charge than it is during discharge. Therefore, the net zinc material transport over the electrode is in the direction as observed during discharge. Generally, the transport processes in horizontal cells are slower and the net zinc material transport rate is smaller than in vertical cells.
A new model for zinc electrode shape change is postulated: the density gradient model. In this model, the origin of shape change is the occurrence of concentration gradients during cycling of the battery. These concentration gradients are accompanied by density gradients and volume variations of the electrolyte, which induce electrolyte movement in the battery, during charge as well as during discharge. With this model the observed shape change patterns can be described, irrespective of the position of the zinc electrode in the earth's gravitational field. The model shows that, especially for zinc electrodes cycled in horizontal cells, the position and dimension of the electrolyte reservoir is of crucial importance to the extent of shape change.
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APPENDIX
The change in volume of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartfnent during discharge of the zinc electrode can be estimated from literature data for the density of pure KOH (12) and ZnO saturated KOH solutions (13, 14) .
The procedure is as follows: after compiling, the composition of a ZnO saturated KOH solution and its density from literature data, the composition of the pure KOH solution is calculated, assuming that starting with this solution the ZnO saturated solution was formed by electrochemical discharge of zinc. Then, the weight fraction of KOH in the pure KOH solution, XKOH, can be calculated from the equation x~ xzn~ m2
XXOH : MKOH

+ nK MzJ m---~l
Mi is the molecular mass of species i, x~ its weight fraction in the ZnO saturated solution, ml the mass of the pure KOH solution, m2 the mass of the ZnO saturated solution, and n K the number of moles of K § transferred from the zinc electrode to the nickel electrode compartment for each zincate ion formed. The density for the pure KOH solution, PI, can now be evaluated from literature data (13) . The ratio of the volume of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment at the end of discharge, V~, to the volume at the beginning of discharge, V1, is given by V2 Pl m2 Yl P2 ml [A-2] where P2 is the density of the ZnO saturated solution. The decrease of the total volume of the zinc electrode compartment is in fact slightly higher (about 1% more) due to the decrease in volume of the zinc electrode. The ratio of the volume decrease of the zinc electrode, V3, to V, is calculated from the formula V3 XZnPl m2 Vl ps ml [A-3] where P3 is the density of solid zinc. Now, assumptions have to be made about the transfer of K § OH-, and H20 from one compartment to the other (the transport of zincate is neglected because its diffusivity and mobility is low when compared with K § and OH-cf. the section on The solution layer adjacent to the electrode). For example, in the presence of a weak cationic membrane separator, the transport numbers of K § and OH-can be set equal (1) . Assuming that along with one K § four water molecules are transported from the zinc electrode towards the nickel electrode compartment, the volurrm of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment decreases significantly, as can be seen from Table A-I. If the membrane separator is omitted and only a quarter of the current is carried by K § a smaller decrease of the volume is observed (Table A-II) .
In the actual battery system, the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment will not be completely depleted in zincate at the beginning of discharge. However, the electrolyte at the end of discharge will not be saturated but will be supersaturated with zincate. Furthermore, the properties of chemically and electrochemically formed zincate solutions are different (18, 19) and during discharge of the zinc electrode, apart from soluble zinc species, ZnO or related solid zinc compounds are formed. Therefore, the results in Table A -I and A-II must be taken in a qualitative sense: and it seems that in actual battery systems the volume of the electrolyte in the zinc electrode compartment decreases more than would be expected from the results in Table A-I and A-II. 
